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United Arab Emirates (UAE) Posted 3 days ago Full-time Our data tells a story, and that story

is told by our Research Team. Responsible for drawing insights from the emergent venture

market data in our platform, they create reports, thought leadership pieces, and data articles

that drive investor decisions. Our research drives lead generation and keeps our clients up

to date on the venture capital ecosystem trends.Remote working policiesLeave increment

based on tenureLearning platforms Job Description The reports MAGNiTT’s research team

produces are used by many of the largest publications, technology corporations,

governments, service providers, and investors across MENA and other Emerging Venture

Markets: https://magnitt.com/researchAs MAGNiTT looks to further develop its Research

content, we are looking for a Senior Research Associate to write research pieces, and extract

insights and reports based on MAGNiTT’s proprietary startup and venture capital data. This will

include research, analyzing trends, and storytelling research content for our clients.As a valued

team member, you’ll hone your storytelling skills, analytical skills, and tech industry

expertise.Core Duties:• Support and execute the research strategy including content

creation, quarterly reports, sponsored reports, and industry notes;• Analyze trends based

on MAGNiTT’s data on the global market to provide insights to the different stakeholders

within MAGNiTT;• Create executive summaries for client-paid pieces published quarterly,

drawing key insights and analysis from each report;• Write and edit digestible, differentiated,

and incisive content supported by our data about the startup and VC ecosystem;• Create

research notes on insights on the venture capital and startup ecosystem based on industry

and country trends;• Support the Research Team on client projects involving white-labeled
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research requests including content gathering, review, and analysis. Job Requirements

Required skills and qualifications:• 4+ yrs. experience in a research or content writing position;•

Experience in qualitative research, writing, and editing white papers, articles, and research

pieces;• Conducting Research and analyzing big sets of data;• Experience in building

presentations end-to-end;• Analyzing data to derive meaningful insights for clients;• Fluent

oral & written English;• Sound editorial judgment;• Excel, Google Slides and slide design

proficiency required.Good to have/be:• Bachelor’s degree in Finance, Business

Administration, Economics, or any related field;• Experience with Data visualization tools

(Tableau preferred);• Strong interest in venture capital and startups;• Highly organized and

meticulous;• Integrity, you've got the best interests of the company in mind;• Experience in

the MAGNiTT Platform and/or other financial databases is a bonus.A 30-minute video

call with the hiring manager, where you can describe your background and highlight your

strengths. This is a great opportunity to ask about the specifics of the position.Technical

AssignmentIn this stage you'll be given an assignment to work on, to present and discuss it

with the hiring manager. Each assignment has been specifically designed for the respective

position, and aims to assess your technical skills and thinking process.Culture InterviewOur

culture is a big part of MAGNiTT. With this in mind, our final stage interview is conducted

by our employees.You will meet 3 of our team members, who will assess if you're a good fit

for what we're building at MAGNiTT. It's also a great opportunity to ask our employees

about how they feel working here.
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